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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Electronic products, mobile devices, and commercial equipment 
rely on designed-in software to control their hardware systems 
and to provide the user interface to end users . Customers have 
come to expect and demand that these solutions be connected and 
able to be updated, requiring manufacturers to deploy a solution to 
distribute software and content to their devices .  Whether you are 
updating firmware, distributing software, deploying new applications, 
maintaining a secure infrastructure, or updating advertising copy, you 
need a way to keep software and content on your connected products 
in the field up to date .

Automated software and content distribution services from the Axeda® 
Machine Cloud® provide the process expertise and technology you 
require to maintain a high level of remote service for your connected 
products, enabling proactive software and content management by 
automating key complex processes including:

• Remote software and content delivery 

• Remote software installation 

• Remote software activation 

• Content upload and version management 

• Configuration management

• Configuration-based software and content delivery

Top Five ROI Points

1  Reduce the cost and complexity of 
software and content distribution 
and installation.

2  Asset Configuration Management – 
ensure deployed devices are at the 
latest revision level and know what 
those configurations are. 

3  Offload error-prone software and 
file management burdens from 
customers. 

4  Remotely retrieve log and 
configuration files to streamline 
customer support. 

5  Enable remote delivery of new 
managed services and software 
features.

Automating the Software and  
Content Delivery Process

http://www.axeda.com
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In addition to content distribution tools, a configuration management 
tool provides comprehensive, accurate, and detailed asset and 
configuration management functionality for your infrastructure, 
including:

• Software inventory of connected assets, including firmware, OS and 
application versions

• Hardware inventory of connected assets, including serial and part 
numbers of models, boards, and parts

• Entitlements and other key information from back-end systems

In this paper, we will look at how Axeda’s Connected Content™ 
and Connected Configuration™ applications enable efficient, 
secure, reliable, and cost-effective mass distribution of content and 
software modules, such as updates and upgrades, patches, and 
documentation and help files – all delivered via patented Firewall-
Friendly™ communications technology .  The Axeda Machine Cloud 
also allows the rapid retrieval of important files, such as log, data, and 
configuration files from deployed devices, though this paper will focus 
on content distribution .

“Customers have come 
to expect and demand 
that these solutions be 
connected and able to 
be updated, requiring 
manufacturers to deploy 
a solution to distribute 
software and content to 
their devices .”



Automating the Software and  
Content Delivery Process
Managing systems and installing or upgrading software are complex challenges 
with significant costs and risks – challenges such as streamlining operations, 
reducing costs, and improving service quality. Moreover, with remote devices, 
connectivity must be established to manage them, and device components 
can change rapidly and independently, making it difficult to manage the whole 
system in a consistent way. Under these circumstances, a crucial step in the 
device life cycle is software deployment; that is, the activities related to the 
release, installation, activation, deactivation, updating, and removal of software 
components or systems.

With traditional methods of distribution and installation, you cannot ensure that 
the media you shipped is received by the right person and in a timely fashion. 
Furthermore, you cannot control how or when the software is installed, whether 
it is installed on the right device, and whether the installation is successful. If 
there are problems during or as a result of the installation, the device operator 
may not know what to do, thereby increasing the chance of errors as well as 
the likelihood of support calls.

By providing a system that automates software distribution and installation, you 
can eliminate error-prone software and file management burdens otherwise 
imposed on your customers. Such a system can ensure that deployed products 
are at the latest revision level and can also enable you to remotely deliver new 
managed services and software features while tracking software deployment 
update status in real time.  Other benefits include a reduction in support 
calls or product recalls due to out-of-date software, reduced media costs for 
distribution, and rapid security vulnerability remediation.

Such systems need to be flexible enough to allow for deployments to different 
assets or groups of assets at separate times. These can either be scheduled 
or real-time deployments, and they can be done by a particular grouping 
or segmentation based on criteria such as asset type, region, or software/
hardware versions.
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Typical User

 › Support staff who are currently 
responsible for creating and testing 
patches and upgrades and for creating 
the media.

 › Help-desk staff who take calls from 
failed installations and the logistics 
people who deal with shipping and 
handling.  

 › Support staff who are involved in 
diagnosis and repair activities are also 
users.

http://www.axeda.com


AXEDA® CONNECTED CONTENT™
The Axeda Connected Content application enables efficient, secure, reliable, 
and cost-effective mass distribution of software modules, such as application 
and operating systems updates and upgrades, patches, and documentation. It 
also allows the rapid retrieval of key files, such as log, data, and configuration 
files, from deployed devices.

AXEDA MACHINE CLOUD

AXEDA CONNECTED 
MACHINE MANAGEMENT 
APPLICATIONS

CONNECTED 
SERVICE

CONNECTED 
CONFIGURATION

CONNECTED 
REPORTING

CONNECTED 
ACCESS CONNECTED 

CONTENT

DEPLOYED PRODUCTS

SOFTWARE
PATCHES

SECURITY
UPDATES

FIRMWARE
UPDATES

INTERNET

 Figure 1 . Axeda Machine Cloud Architecture

Using the Connected Content application, project and asset administrators 
configure the transfer of software and other files to and from the assets 
monitored by the Axeda Platform.  The application automatically distributes 
content “packages,” which include dependency definitions limiting which 
asset may receive the package, any files to be transferred, and a sequence of 
instructions to run when the package is sent to the remote asset. Transferred 
files can be software binaries, configuration files, documentation or any other 
file needed on the remote asset.  Files can be uploaded via the Axeda console 
or programmatically using a built-in file manager to securely move content and 
metadata into the Axeda Platform for distribution to your machines.

Axeda Connected Content is uniquely reliable and efficient because of 
predelivery checks and install-time checks or dependencies, its flexible 
installation and rollback instructions, and the guaranteed delivery features that 
make it resilient in the face of interruptions and errors that may occur during the 
deployment process.  The application also provides powerful asset-targeting 
capabilities that depend on intimate knowledge of the device based on core 
asset information and flexible, user-defined asset details available via Axeda’s 
Connected Configuration application. These asset-targeting capabilities ensure 
that a package is deployed only to the right products, based on its history, 
current state, and stored configuration. 
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“Since updating most 
devices requires more 
than a simple file transfer, 
packages let you instruct 
the local Axeda Agent to 
run a series of actions .”



AUTOMATE THE UPDATE PROCESS 
Axeda Connected Content uses packages for downloading and uploading 
software, enabling you to manage complex, mass file transfers with ease and 
giving you full control over the software delivery process. Since updating most 
devices requires more than a simple file transfer, packages let you instruct the 
local Axeda Agent to run a series of actions. A package contains pointers to the 
software files to be transferred and instructions or commands that determine 
what will happen during the package execution process. For example, a package 
can contain commands to download multiple files, reboot the target system, run 
an executable on the Axeda Agent system, and generate a log file.  This process 
is entirely automated, from initiation to completion and reporting of successful 
package execution and any errors encountered during the process.

DEFINE TRANSFER AND INSTALLATION SEQUENCES
A wizard-based Package Manager creates, edits, copies, and deletes packages.  
The wizard also enables you to:

• Choose the device model(s) to which the package applies and specify a 
package name, version, and description.

• Define dependencies that must be met before a package is deployed to a 
specific device. You can select preprogrammed dependencies or create your 
own, such as “ensure that the instrument is in maintenance mode.”

• Use configuration information as an additional dependency to determine 
which assets should be eligible to receive an update, and dynamically update 
the list of eligible assets as individual device configuration changes.
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Choose Software Update Task

http://www.axeda.com


• Define instructions for what the package will do once it is executed on 
the device. For example, download a file to a device and then instruct it to 
unpack the file to a given directory, run it after downloading, or overwrite 
existing files.

• Limit the time when the package is usable by adding availability and 
expiration dates.

• Define “rollback” instructions to execute if the normal instructions encounter 
an error. 

• Specify privileges to establish which users may access each package. Specify 
who can create, view, and deploy a package, as well as whether or not they 
can modify or delete the package.

Once satisfied that the package works as intended, the Package Creator 
“publishes” the package, making it available to anyone with appropriate 
privileges. Packages can be taken out of circulation but not deleted, which 
means that a customer can always discover the exact details of what was 
installed at any time – a fundamental requirement of security-oriented and 
regulated environments.
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Select a Package for Deployment



PACKAGE DEPENDENCIES
A package dependency is used to determine whether to execute a package on 
a specific asset that may or may not be eligible.  There are two kinds of package 
dependencies:

• Preprocess dependencies, which are evaluated before the package executes, 
and

• In-process dependencies that are used as one of the package instructions 
(once execution has started) to determine if execution should continue.

The preprocess dependencies ensure that the Axeda Agent is in a known 
state before sending a package to a device, and the in-process dependencies 
ensure that the device is in a known state after sending a package to a device.  
This allows you to avoid sending packages at all if the device is known to be 
ineligible due to factors such as incorrect revision levels, incompatible operating 
system, etc. You also retain the flexibility to send a package that may or may not 
be executed depending on local device conditions such as the value of a Data 
Item that changes over time.  Each type of dependency is discussed below.

PREPROCESS DEPENDENCIES
Preprocess dependencies are the most commonly used, and they often 
determine if an asset ever receives a package at all.  Several conditions can be 
tested as preprocess dependencies. Some can be determined by the Axeda 
Platform before sending the package to an asset, and some may require 
sending the package to the asset where local conditions will determine if it 
executes or not. The five categories of preprocess dependencies, and where 
they are evaluated (platform, agent, or both), are summarized in Table 1:

Table 1 . The Five Categories of Preprocess Dependencies

NAME PLATFORM AGENT

Package Dependency Yes No

Data Item Dependency No Yes

Registry Dependency Yes Yes

Defined Configuration Yes No

Custom Component Dependency No Yes
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How It Works 

1  The product manager decides to 
create a new patch upgrade to a 
system that has been reporting a  
lot of problems.

2  The product manager arranges for 
R&D to create the patch files.

3  A senior support engineer uses 
Axeda Connected Content to 
encapsulate it in a package 
with associated commands and 
dependency checks.

4  The package goes through Q&A and 
gets published.

5  Support engineers who have the 
permission deploy the package 
to a population of systems at 
a predetermined time or 
immediately.

6  On completion, or if any systems 
fail (even after lots of retries and 
intelligent restarts), the distribution 
staff will be notified.

7  One important variation to this 
is that because the deployment of 
a package to one device can be an 
action, this can be triggered by a 
business rule.

http://www.axeda.com


Details for each type of dependency are explained below.

PACKAGE DEPENDENCY
Package dependencies should not be confused with dependencies as a whole; 
rather, they apply to the name and version number on packages already defined. 
This type of dependency specifies the package name, version number, and a 
logical operator to define what condition must be true for this new package to 
be sent to the asset.  For example, the dependency below would only send the 
new package if the package “Assay 1 Download” version 1.11.1.1 (exactly) was 
installed on the asset:

DATA ITEM DEPENDENCY
Data Item dependencies consist of a comparison for Data Items being 
reported by the agent that results in a true or false result.  The comparisons 
you can perform differ depending on whether the Data Item is a string, digital, 
or analog.

• String comparisons can only be equals and not equal to.  You must exactly 
match the string value for the dependency to be met.

• Digital comparisons are true and false (0 or 1).

• Analog comparisons support all forms of numeric comparison: equals (not 
equal to), greater than, less than, etc.

Data Item dependencies are not evaluated on the platform. The package is sent 
to the device for execution and is tested to verify that the Data Item meets 
the condition set into the dependency.  If it is met on the local device, package 
execution starts.  If not, the agent waits a period of time for the Data Item to 
change values and fulfill the dependency so it can begin package execution.  An 
error is returned if the time expires without meeting the Data Item dependency.

REGISTRY DEPENDENCY
Registry dependencies refer to a list of name/value pairs defined for an agent, 
using XML elements, which reside in the dependencies.xml on the agent that 
are sent up and stored in the platform. Registry dependencies are used when 
you want to deploy packages based on information that is specific to your 
organization or software, for example.  Registry dependencies are evaluated 
first on the platform based on the most recently reported information, then 
again locally on the device before starting package execution.
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“Registry dependencies 
are used when you want to 
deploy packages based on 
information that is specific 
to your organization or 
software,  . . .”



CUSTOM COMPONENT DEPENDENCY
Agents may be extended to do local processing on the assets where they are 
installed.  A custom component provides the local processing and can return 

a true/false result.  Custom Component dependencies are available for any 
asset on which the agent has a custom component defined.  The component 
must evaluate to true before the package will execute.

DEFINED CONFIGURATION
Defined Configuration dependencies use Axeda’s Rules functionality to 
assess agent information (including the asset configuration information stored 
in Axeda’s Connected Configuration application) in order to determine if the 
asset matches the required configuration before sending a package to a device.  
A “Defined Configuration” rule is set up which contains simple or complex 
requirements that an asset must meet to satisfy the condition.  These rules 
are reevaluated as asset configuration changes, and lists of assets that satisfy 
each rule are updated on an ongoing basis.  When a package is deployed, this 
dependency is evaluated, and only assets matching the Defined Configuration 
receive the package.

IN-PROCESS DEPENDENCIES
Two of the preprocess dependencies, Data Item and Custom, are evaluated 
solely on the agent.  In addition to their availability as preprocess dependencies 
that will determine if the agent starts to execute the package at all, these two 
dependencies are also available to control whether package execution continues 
once it has already begun.  The package command “Wait on Conditions” can 
be used to exercise in-process dependencies that will delay further package 
execution until the Data Item or custom component (if defined) evaluates to 
true.  For example, the in-process Data Item dependency below would halt 
package execution until the CPU Data Item was below 50, at which time the 
package would continue to execute.

This allows you to validate local conditions, such as making sure the CPU has 
plenty of excess capacity, before continuing with the package and taking actions 
like starting to run a large script.

DEPLOY CONTENT TO ASSETS
Using the Package Deployment wizard, you select a package for deployment, 
along with a group of devices to be targeted for that package deployment; 
schedule the start time; and are notified of deployment status.  Axeda 
Deployments provide a variety of controls to allow you to deliver content 
when and where you want.
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FAQs 

 › Can I upload other files?  Yes.  
For example, a medical imaging OEM 
frequently has to upload large images 
to confirm that the equipment is 
working correctly.

 › Some end users don’t want us to 
update the device directly. Can I 
stage the upgrade?  Yes. You can 
arrange to send the package to an 
interim staging point where the end 
user’s system administrator can decide 
what to do and when to do it.  This is 
especially common in the enterprise 
technology space.

 › What’s the largest file size 
allowed?  There is no maximum  
limit.  Some log files and patch 
updates are hundreds of megabytes.  
We have made the movement of the 
files feasible by providing interruption 
handling with automatic retries, as 
well as being able to configure the 
amount of network bandwidth that 
can be used, so that the activity can 
be a foreground or background task.

http://www.axeda.com


SCHEDULE DEPLOYMENT ACTIVITY
Axeda Connected Content lets you deploy a package immediately or select 
a specific date and time to release the content. You can stagger package 
deployment when large files or a large number of devices are involved. This 
flexibility in scheduling allows you to use your network resources effectively. 
You can also specify an end date and time to limit when the content or 
instructions can be sent to devices.

ENSURE CONTENT IS DELIVERED ONLY ONCE
In some applications, it is important to know that content – software or 
other files – is sent to an asset only once. Axeda Connected Content tracks 
the package execution on all assets, while maintaining a full history of prior 
installations, and can skip deliveries to any asset that successfully executed 
that package in the past.  This helps customers in regulated environments 
guarantee that content is only delivered once per asset.

SEND CONTENT CONTINUOUSLY
Axeda provides two different ways to deploy content – a “manual” 
deployment that sends content to a specified set of eligible assets and then 
terminates, or an “automatic” deployment that continuously evaluates assets 
and sends the content to any that it finds immediately eligible, as well as 
assets that become eligible over time.  This allows you to set up packages 
that are delivered automatically when a new asset connects to the system, 
or when asset conditions change so that the asset is newly eligible to receive 
the content.  Automatic deployments continue until they are cancelled or are 
optionally scheduled to end on a specific date and time. 

OPERATIONAL CONTROL: ROUTING CRITERIA
Similar to package dependencies, deployments can be targeted to specific 
groups of assets using Routing Criteria that must be met for an asset to 
receive a package. Routing Criteria use the same Defined Configuration 
capability described above to provide a second dimension of control over 
which assets receive packages. When used as a Package Dependency, the 
Defined Configuration sets up a restriction that determines if any asset will 
ever receive a package.  When used as Routing Criteria for a deployment, it 
determines which assets otherwise eligible to receive the package will get it 
in this particular deployment.  Consider the following example:

PACKAGE DEPENDENCIES
• Registry Dependency: Operating system must be Microsoft® Windows Server®.

• Defined Configuration: Module 27 and module 32 both installed.

ROUTING CRITERIA
• Defined Configuration: Asset location is in Europe, and Customer is not  

“U.S. Department of Defense.”
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“Deployments provide 
a variety of controls 
to allow you to deliver 
content when and where 
you want .”



EXAMPLE OF ROUTING CRITERIA

1

2

3 6

4

5

KEY OPERATING SYSTEM

  Windows OS
  Linux

CONFIGURATION

• Module 27
• Module 32
• Module 38

LOCATION AND CUSTOMER
1  USA
2  Europe and U.S. DoD
6  Europe and not U.S. DoD

SELECT BY PACKAGE 
DEPENDENCIES
Operating System and 
Configuration

ROUTING CRITERIA
Asset Location and 
Customer

DEPLOY PACKAGE 
TO DEVICE MEETING 
ALL CRITERIA

1

2

3 6

4

5

4

5

1

2

3

1

2

3 6

4

5

4

5

3

PACKAGE
CRITERIA

• Windows OS 
• Modules 27 and
 32 installed
• Asset is in
 Europe
• Customer is
 not U.S. DoD

Figure 2 . Example of Routing Criteria

In this example, the package would never be sent to any asset unless it 
is running Windows Server and has modules 27 and 32 installed.  In this 
particular deployment, instead of going to all assets worldwide that meet the 
package dependencies, the content will be sent only to European customers 
other than the U.S. Department of Defense.  Routing Criteria give you 
operational control to determine how to roll out packages to the assets that 
are eligible to receive them.

DEPLOYMENT THROTTLING
If you have tens or hundreds of thousands of devices to be updated, it is likely 
that you would not want all of them to be updated at the same moment in time, 
as this could provide a large amount of traffic for your servers and network to 
handle. So Axeda Connected Content has the concept of deployment throttling 
built into it. This allows you to define a certain number of slots within a throttling 
queue to be assigned to deployments at any one time. For example, if you 
have 10,000 eligible assets ready for a deployment of content and you have the 
throttling slots set to 1,000, only a thousand assets at a time would receive the 
package, until all 10,000 of them have been deployed.
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“Routing Criteria give 
you operational control  
to determine how to roll 
out packages to the assets 
that are eligible to receive 
them .”
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LOAD CONTENT FOR DELIVERY TO ASSETS
The flexible Package and Deployment features are complemented by an ability 
to easily integrate Axeda’s Connected Content application with your existing 
content management systems and workflow.  Using the built-in File Manager, 
you can programmatically load content into the Axeda cloud for future delivery 
to your devices.  Set information about the files such as security settings, 
metadata (including tags), and other information useful in managing your 
content.  In addition to uploading content, the Connected Content API provides 
full support for automated Package and Deployment creation, allowing you to 
easily control all aspects of content delivery from existing systems.

UPLOAD AND VIEW FILES
Axeda Connected Content enables you to simultaneously upload into the 
cloud multiple files from multiple devices, where they can be processed or 
sent off the platform. Using a wizard, you select the devices from which 
to request files, specify the files you wish to transfer, and click to start the 
transfer process. As with package downloading, you track the upload process 
to see which file uploads are pending, in queue, started, cancelled, timed out, 
in error, or complete.

Authorized users can access and view files that are received, indexed, and 
stored in the Axeda Machine Cloud. 

View Files from Assets
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REMOTELY RETRIEVE LOG AND CONFIGURATION FILES
Customer support groups often require access to log, data, or configuration 
files in order to accurately diagnose problems. Typically, the customer must 
be contacted to find, read, or mail these files to phone support personnel, or 
field service engineers must be deployed to the customer sites to retrieve 
and analyze them. With the Axeda Connected Content application, you can 
automate the uploading of files of any size – even extremely large ones – 
quickly and without disruption to the end user, over the Internet.

Significant cost reductions can be realized by letting remote service personnel 
have immediate access to this information, potentially even before the 
customer knows there is a problem. This reduces time and expenses, 
minimizes or eliminates customer involvement, and enables expert staff to 
increase the chances of early, even proactive, diagnosis and repair.

ENSURE USER AND DATA SECURITY
Axeda Connected Content leverages patented Firewall-Friendly 
communications, data security, and user authentication mechanisms of the 
Axeda® Connected Configuration™ system. All packages are sent compressed 
and encrypted using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) technology. Additional 
application-specific features include:

• User Authentication – Specify who has authorization to create and use a 
package. Packages in progress do not become available to the public until the 
creator publishes them.

• End-User Authority – Allow end users to refuse uploads and downloads to 
one or more devices with end-user permissions.

• Audit Trail – Track the package creation and deployment processes by 
viewing real-time and historic information at any time. Every action and cause 
is written to an audit log, ensuring security and satisfying reporting, training, 
business improvement, regulatory, and nonrepudiation requirements.

• Device Readiness – The system verifies that the device and operator are 
ready for deployment. Safety rules within packages protect inadvertent 
downloads to invalid devices.

• Full SDK Support – All functionality is available in the Axeda Software 
Development Kit, permitting Axeda to function as an extension of customer 
content development, approval, and distribution workflows.

DELIVER NEW MANAGED SERVICES AND SOFTWARE FEATURES
Axeda Connected Content creates opportunities not just for cost savings, but 
also for creating new sources of revenue. You can now offer customers new 
managed software administration services that alleviate the pain and cost of 
keeping the software configurations of many complex systems completely 
up to date. You can also more easily offer new applications, new features or 
improved terms on support and maintenance contracts.

Key Features
 › Independent delivery of the 

same content to different remote 
devices based on technical, 
operational, and business 
requirements.

 › Automated delivery to any 
assets meeting specified 
requirements, or one-time 
delivery to specified assets that 
meet requirements.

 › Guaranteed content delivery, 
including automated content 
redelivery if there are failures.

 › Ensures content is delivered 
only once per asset or many 
times, depending on content type.

 › Programmatic and UI-based 
content upload.

 › Tagging and categorization of 
content for easier management.

 › Limit content visibility, 
editing, and deployment to 
specific system users.

 › Remotely deliver new managed 
services and software features.

 › Set availability and expiration 
dates to limit content distribution 
to appropriate times.

 › Use asset configuration and 
other information to control which 
assets receive content, even in 
response to a change in asset 
configuration.

 › Monitor content delivery 
progress, including any delivery 
issues.

 › Historical audit of content 
delivery for regulatory compliance

http://www.axeda.com


Track Real-Time Status of Software Deployments
TRACK AND RECORD DISTRIBUTION STATUS
You can track all package activities throughout the distribution and deployment 
process to ensure that all tasks are completed as specified. The Deployment 
Manager allows you to view the progress of all deployed packages through a 
centralized dashboard. You can even view the status of an individual device so 
that your support staff knows before customers call what software revision level 
is installed at their site. Prior to deployment, you can also request that individuals 
or groups be notified via email if a device encounters a problem, as well as when 
deployment has completed. 

ENSURE THAT DEPLOYED DEVICES ARE AT THE LATEST REVISION LEVEL
Some of the most common calls to support centers are from customers using 
software revision levels that are outdated (e.g., rediscovering bugs that have 
already been addressed) or software versions that are incorrectly matched with 
each other or with underlying hardware configurations.

By using Axeda Connected Content to take control of the software installation 
process, you can ensure that the latest revisions are actually installed at your 
customer sites. Its predefined software update process also lets you react 
more quickly should you find problems in the installed base requiring immediate 
response. Furthermore, with the cost of distribution of updates significantly 
reduced, you can afford to push out patches and updates more frequently, 
ensuring maximum device uptime and customer satisfaction, while minimizing 
repeat calls about already “fixed” – but not distributed – problem updates.
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Package Deployment Manager



Configuration Control
Axeda Connected Content becomes an even more powerful tool when utilized 
in conjunction with Axeda Connected Configuration. You can distribute software 
and other content based on asset configuration. Defined Configurations set 
as package dependencies ensure that packages are sent only to the desired 
assets, and with deployment routing criteria, you can provide additional 
operational controls to allow the same package to be sent to different groups 
of assets based on configuration and other business logic.

CONTENT DEVICES

CONFIGURATION CONTROL

PACKAGE

Content Upload 
System

MATCHED
CONFIGURATIONS

DEFINED
CONFIGURATIONS

Package
Dependencies

DEPLOYMENT
Deployment Routing 

Criteria

CONFIGURATION 
MANAGEMENT 

DATABASE

Figure 3 . Axeda Connected Content Configuration Control

CONFIGURATION-BASED DEPLOYMENTS
In addition to being able to define package dependencies that determine which 
assets may ever receive content or instructions, Axeda Connected Content 
can use configuration in deployments to further limit the assets that receive 
a package. This allows a single package to be easily deployed many times by 
country, customer type, or other operational constraint based on any asset.
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“You can track all 
package activities 
throughout the distribution 
and deployment process 
to ensure that all tasks are 
completed as specified .”



AXEDA CONNECTED CONFIGURATION
The Axeda Connected Configuration application enables the Axeda Platform 
to store, manage, and act upon asset configuration information. Each time an 
asset’s configuration is set, or changes, the new configuration can be processed 
by the Axeda Platform for validation via a new type of expression rule (validation 
rules), standard expression rule execution, and storage in a configuration 
management database.

The Connected Configuration application allows you to use asset configuration 
information to determine the current settings for an asset, including its 
hardware and software configuration, the make and model of its hardware, 
and more. Any configuration information for an asset, such as version, 
country, language, part number, entitlement, etc., can be captured in its asset 
configuration and stored in the Axeda Platform configuration management 
database. Once there, this asset metadata can be used in expression rules, 
custom objects, or extended applications, and can be used to drive content only 
to assets that meet specific configuration requirements.

AXEDA CONNECTED CONFIGURATIONTM

CONTENT
MANAGEMENT

SCRIPTS

EXPRESSION
RULES

CONFIGURATION
INFORMATION

CUSTOMER

Figure 4 . Axeda Connected Configuration

RULES ENGINE
Axeda Connected Configuration leverages the Axeda rules engine for 
processing incoming data. Utilize validation rules to detect configuration 
errors or build defined configuration rules to decide if assets should receive 
specific content. You can build expansive business logic with Axeda Connected 
Configuration and the expression rules engine.
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ASSET ELIGIBILITY 
Just because a package exists, doesn’t mean that everything in the enterprise 
is the same. It may be that you have complicated devices, such as devices with 
multiple modules inside, and you would have reasons to direct certain packages 
to devices containing only specific modules, or those running specific versions 
of software or firmware. Asset eligibility allows you to define a list of assets that 
a deployment can act upon by: 

• Model – All assets of a particular model type could receive the package.

• Defined Configuration – All assets that meet a certain criteria, such as those 
having board A, module B, and firmware C, could receive the package.

• Scope – Deployment to model X may be limited only to a specific subset of 
assets of that model. 

• User Restricted – Deployment only to those assets into which a particular 
user has visibility.
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Configure the Expression Rule



Technical Architecture
Axeda Connected Content consists of four functional areas and 42 individual modules.
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FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

PACKAGES

Availability and Expiration Determine when these instructions are valid and when they expire.

Package Instructions
Define the actions that will occur when the device processes the package: download a file, 
run a script, restart the agent, etc.

Rollback Instructions
Improve overall reliability and tolerance to errors by using this ability to clean up or take 
other actions if the normal instructions fail to execute perfectly.

Deliver Once
Comply with regulations and ensure optimal quality by ensuring critical information or 
instructions are only sent once to each eligible asset.

Data Item Dependencies Execute packages only when data measurements on the agent are at specified values.

Defined Condition Dependencies
Use configuration information, scripts and rules to determine which assets should receive 
a package.

Version Dependencies
Be sure that updates are applied in the correct order by setting versions and sequentially 
restricting packages to higher versions.

Custom Dependencies
Extend the agent to run tests locally on (or near) the ensure eligibility prior to executing  
a package.

DEPLOYMENTS

Availability and Expiration
Determine when a manual or automatic deployment can start and when it must finish, 
within the limits of when the target package is valid.

Manual Deployments Deploy a package only once, to a predefined set of assets.

Automatic Deployments
Deploy a package once to any asset that is currently eligible or that becomes eligible in the 
future.

Table 2 . Axeda Connected Content™ Features
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FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

Deployment Priority Prioritize the order in which deployments are picked to send packages to assets.

Forced Redelivery
Override “deliver once” capability by forcing redelivery of operational or other “execute 
multiple times” packages.

Routing Criteria
Establish additional restrictions using configuration information, rules, and scripts to 
determine which eligible assets will receive a package in this deployment.  Useful for 
operational control of package distribution.

Notifications Alert external users when package deployments complete or run into issues.

Asset Scope Easily restrict asset delivery to a list of specific assets. 

FILE MANAGER

External File Upload Load files for delivery to remote assets.

User Visibility Define which users are permitted to view and modify uploaded files.

File Updates Update files previously loaded into the system.

Availability and Expiration Define when an uploaded file is valid, and when it should no longer be used.

HTTPS Transfer files via HTTPS into the system

sFTP Use sFTP to transfer files into the system

Chunking
Send files a “chunk” at a time, maximizing reliability and minimizing the amount of 
information that must be resent if file transfer is interrupted.

Error Detection Ensure that the uploaded and downloaded files are accurately transferred.

Categorization Set categories to group similar files.

Tags Tag files to provide an easy way to find information.

Searching Search files to reach the desired information.

File Management Monitor use and remove files when no longer needed.

AGENT DELIVERY ENGINE

Asset Visibility Restrict assets considered for package delivery to those a user is permitted to view.

Eligibility Determination
Ensure an asset meets package dependencies and routing criteria before sending or 
executing that package.

Package Delivery Deliver packages to assets to run the instructions they contain.

Delivery Conflict Management
Resolve conflicts where a package may be sent by more than one deployment to the same 
asset or other conflicts.

Guaranteed Delivery
Ensure that the package and any files transferred as part of the package instructions 
reaches the intended destination.

Delivery Status
Monitor the package deployment and execution process to identify completion and any 
issues that arise.

Delivery Throttling Ensure that large deployments are paced out at a rate that avoids overloading the server.

(Continued on page 22)



Axeda Connected Configuration
Axeda Connected Configuration consists of a Configuration Management Database (CMDB), Configuration Items 
Management, and nine modules.
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AXEDA CONNECTED CONFIGURATIONTM
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FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

Delivery Scalability Scale out to deliver packages to a very large number of assets.

Error Handling Provide logic for configurable retries and actions to take when errors occur.

Status Resets Remover all history of installed packages following device reimaging.

Package Redelivery Redeliver packages when it is appropriate to execute them more than once.

Auditing
Maintain a history of all content delivery activity for regulatory compliance and future 
reference.

File download Download files from the server to the device.

File upload Upload files from the device to the server.

Table 2 . Axeda Connected Content™ Features (Continued from page 21)
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FUNCTION DESCRIPTION

Configuration Management Database Maintain configuration and any other useful information about an asset.

Configuration Items (CIs) Management Store specific configuration information in a user-defined hierarchical order.

Configuration Validation Run rules to test new and changed configuration information to ensure it is valid.

Configuration Error Management Take action when incorrect configuration information is detected.

Configuration Change Triggers React via rules whenever configuration information changes.

Defined Configurations
Set up a selection filter based on configuration, rules, and scripts that determine if an 
asset is eligible to receive a package.

Configuration Management Web Services Store and retrieve configuration information over the Web.

Configuration Conflict Resolution
Resolve conflicts between configuration information reported by the agent vs. 
information stored programmatically.

Agent Configuration Upload Send asset configuration automatically into the platform.

API-based Configuration Management Programmatically set and retrieve asset configuration information.

Table 3 . Axeda Connected Configuration™ Features
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